Abstract: By allowing measurement (read-out) of some, but not all, qubits, this paper shows that NP-complete problems are efficiently solvable by quantum computers in polynomial time with bounded probability (NP in BQP). This is demonstrated by describing a polynomially large network of quantum gates that solves the 3SAT problem with bounded probability in polynomial time. The "weak Church-Turing thesis" is thus shown to be false.
Introduction
Despite a series of successes for isolated problems (the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [1] , Simon's problem [2] , discrete log and factorization [3] ), a number of recent papers [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] have cast doubt that quantum computers are capable of solving NP-complete problems in polynomial time (with either certainty or bounded probability). However, these papers have all fallen short of no-go proofs.
There are a number of reasons to suspect that NP-complete problems are, in fact, efficiently solvable by quantum computation with bounded probability in polynomial time. Maymin [10] has shown that the lambda-q calculus, modelled on quantum computation, can efficiently solve NP-complete problems in polynomial time. Very recently, Abrams and Lloyd [11] have shown that the introduction of any nonlinearity into quantum mechanics would allow quantum computers to solve NP-complete problems in polynomial time.
At an even more fundamental level, Physics can be thought of as a kind of "computation", which manages to "solve" certain NP-hard problems (such as the dynamic evolution of chaotic many-body problems) in linear (real) time. And simulation of quantum systems by quantum computers has been shown to be efficient [12] . This paper constructively demonstrates that the 3SAT problem, one of the first examples of an NP-complete problem [13] , is solvable by a quantum computer with bounded probability in polynomial time, given the ability to measure some, but not all, of the qubits used in the computation.
Quantum Computation and Partial Measurement
The quantum algorithms described in the literature typically have the following form: Start with some number of known (pure state) qubits. Some or all of them are Hadamard transformed into a superposition of states. A (series of) unitary transform(s) is (are) applied. Some or all of the resulting qubits are Hadamard transformed to cause different possible computational paths to interfere. The resulting qubits are measured [14] .
Implicitly, all the qubits are measured on read-out. With this (unstated) restriction, it has been shown that no "black box" quantum algorithm can gain more than a quadratic factor over classical algorithms [4, 5, 6 ]. Grover's search algorithm [15] is an example of this category of quantum algorithms. This quadratic limitation exists because, while there can be exponentially many superpositions of quantum states, the probability of success is only quadratically improved over a classical probabilistic Turing machine. As is demonstrated below, this limitation can be overcome if the implicit assumption of complete measurement is abandoned.
Note that it is not necessary for any ancillary qubits to be restored to their original states, since the algorithm described below is not iterative. Any ancillary qubits can be regarded as "trash", required only to maintain reversibility as required by the unitarity of quantum operators. It is not even required that they be left in a pure state, so long as they are not measured, at least until after the desired qubits have already been measured.
(It is not even strictly necessary -though there's no reason to doubt that it's possible -for a useful quantum computer to itself be able to emulate a Turing machine. We already have classical computation universal machines. Appending a quantum computer onto a classical Turing machine doesn't make the Turing machine any less computation universal.)
Perfect One-hit Oracles
If we relax the requirement of complete measurement, and leave one or more qubits unmeasured, it becomes possible to make a perfect one-hit oracle. A given superposition of states will destructively interfere for all the wrong answers, and constructively interfere for the one right answer, producing the correct result with probability 1 (assuming ideal quantum devices). Given a perfect one-hit oracle, we're a short distance from a solution to the 3SAT problem, as is shown below.
To implement a perfect N qubit one-hit oracle, we first need a network of quantum gates [16] to implement an "inverse oracle function". This function answers "false" when the single correct N qubit input is supplied, and "true" when any incorrect input is supplied. The N-1 qubits which do not form the inverse oracle function output (required for reversibility) are ignored. A superposition of all possible oracle input states, together with a maximally entangled copy, is prepared in advance. Note that this preparation does not violate the "no-cloning" theorem [17] , since the entangled pairs of mixed states can be created entangled [18] . An additional unentangled set of N qubits (uncorrelated with either copy of the oracle inputs) in a superposition of all possible states is also prepared in advance.
For each of N gates in succession (one per oracle input qubit), the inverse oracle function output is provided as one of the two control inputs of a double-controlled phase-inversion gate. The corresponding unentangled qubit (in a perfect superposition of "true" and "false") is provided to the other control input. The maximally entangled copy of the corresponding oracle input qubit is provided to the third (conditionally inverted) input to the Note that while the phase produced by the double-controlled phase-inversion gate will be "kicked back" into the oracle output qubit, a simple phase inversion does not change the logical ("true"/"false") value of the oracle output qubit, and hence does not disrupt its value for subsequent gates. Similarly, any phase kicked back into the unentangled qubits is irrelevant, since these qubits will neither be used again nor measured.
For each oracle input qubit in the correct state, the corresponding double-controlled phaseinversion gate will not invert the phase, regardless of the state of the corresponding unentangled qubit. For each incorrect state, the phase will be inverted when the corresponding unentangled qubit is "true", and not when it is "false". If we choose to not measure these unentangled qubits, we must sum over all possible values of these unentangled qubits.
The (trivial) case of a one bit oracle is particularly easy to analyze. The input of the double-controlled phase-inversion gate can be represented in "ket" notation as |fui>, where |f> is the inverse oracle function output qubit, |u> is the unentangled and unmeasured qubit, and |i> is one of the oracle input qubits. In this simple case, there are two possibilities: 1) If the inverse oracle function is "false" (|0>) when the input qubit is "false" (|0>), then |f> = |i>, and the superposition of input states is:
(1/2) * (|000> + |010> + |101> + |111>).
Applying the unitary operator for the double-controlled phase-inversion gate to this superposition produces an output of:
(1/2) * (|000> + |010> + |101> -|111>).
If we neglect to measure the |u> qubit, then we must sum over all possible values of |u>, producing:
(1/2) * (2*|0?0> + 0*|1?1>).
So output qubit |i> = |0> with probability 1.
2) If the inverse oracle function is "false" (|0>) when the input qubit is "true" (|1>), then |f> = not(|i>), and the superposition of input states is:
(1/2) * (|001> + |011> + |100> + |110>).
(1/2) * (|001> + |011> + |100> -|110>).
(1/2) * (2*|0?1> + 0*|1?0>).
So output qubit |i> = |1> with probability 1.
In either case, the incorrect result cancels out perfectly, and the correct result reinforces perfectly, producing the correct result with probability 1.
(Note that in addition to not measuring the |u> qubit, we are also choosing to not measuring the |f> qubit. This doesn't, however, cause any additional summation over histories, since in this case the |f> input qubit is initially effectively entangled (correlated) with the |i> qubit.) For (non-trivial) cases with multi-bit oracles, since there are multiple quantum gates, we should analyze the system as a whole. The input of the multi-bit oracle can be represented in "ket" notation as |e1;e2;u> (reordered compared to the above trivial case), where |e1> and |e2> are the two sets of N pair-wise entangled qubits, and the single instance of |u> is the set of N unentangled qubits, and the semicolons represent concatenation. The |e1> qubits are used for the inverse oracle function, and are not measured (though one of them is used as the output of the inverse oracle function). The |e2> qubits are conditionally phase inverted, and are ultimately measured. The superposition of these partially pair-wise entangled input states is:
(1/2^N) * Σ Σ |e;e;u>.
e=0 u=0
Let's further define the N bit correct answer for the one-hit oracle to be |c>. Then the 2^(3*N) by 2^(3*N) unitary matrix representing the overall system (where i and j each span the concatenated qubits |e1;e2;u>, and parity(|u>) is the N-way xor of the qubits of |u>) is: U(i, j) = 1(i == j, |e1> == |c>, for 2^N values of |u>) 1(i == j, |e1> != |c>, parity(|u>) == |0>) -1(i == j, |e1> != |c>, parity(|u>) == |1>) 0(i != j).
If we now apply the operator U to the above superposition of partially pair-wise entangled |e1;e2;u> states, and again neglect to measure the |u> qubits, summing over all possible values of |u>, we get output qubits |e2> = |c> with probability 1.
Again, the incorrect results all cancel out perfectly, and the one correct result reinforces perfectly, producing the correct result with probability 1.
(As in the trivial case, note that in addition to not measuring the |u> qubits, we also are choosing to not measure the |e1> qubits. Again, this doesn't cause any additional summation over histories, since the |e1> qubits start out entangled with the |e2> qubits.)
Extension to 3SAT
Paralleling the construction of the one-hit oracle described above, we construct an oracle (not necessarily one-hit) with one more bit than the total number of inputs to the boolean equation to be tested for satisfiability. If this extra qubit is |0>, we produce the logical negation of the boolean equation to be tested as the inverse oracle function output. If the extra qubit is |1>, we output |0> if all the other oracle input qubits are also |1>, and output |1> if some or all of the other oracle input qubits are |0>. Note that since the boolean equation to be tested in the 3SAT problem can only be polynomial in size [13] , this network can only be polynomial in size, and therefore in depth, and hence (assuming constant delay per gate) can only take polynomial time to evaluate.
If the boolean equation under test is not satisfiable, the inverse oracle function will only be |0> when all the oracle inputs (including the extra one) are |1>. If this is the case, the network of quantum gates described above will always produce all output qubits as |1>. If there is one set of input values that satisfies the boolean equation under test, then half of the time the extra qubit will be |1> when measured, and half the time it will be |0>. If there are more than one sets of input values that satisfy the boolean equation under test, then the extra qubit will be |0> with a correspondingly larger probability.
By repeating the computation M times, if the extra qubit is always |1>, then the boolean equation under test is not satisfiable with probability 1 -2^ (-M) . If the extra qubit is ever |0>, the boolean equation under test is satisfiable with probability 1.
(Note that while this is a probabilistic algorithm, the probability can be made arbitrarily close to unity (at the cost of a modest constant factor of M). The probability of error can be made smaller than the error rate of whatever physical devices this quantum computer is made out of. So, for all practical purposes, this probabilistic algorithm is as good as deterministic.)
Thus, we have demonstrated solution of the NP-complete 3SAT problem with (arbitrarily) bounded probability in polynomial space and time.
Conclusions
Landauer [19] has made the observation that computability is consequence of the laws of Physics rather than of Mathematics. As Deutsch [20] has pointed out, if Physics did not permit ordinary arithmetic operations, these would be considered "noncomputable" functions, and proofs that relied on them would be considered "nonconstructive" proofs. It should therefore not be too surprising that the so-called "weak Church-Turing thesis" (also known as the "Cook-Karp thesis" [21] ) should fail when computation is considered under quantum, rather than classical, mechanics.
The construction described in this paper demonstrates the solution in polynomial space and time (with bounded probability) of a well-known NP-complete problem (3SAT) by a quantum computer, thus refuting the weak Church-Turing thesis under quantum mechanics. Since (despite everyday appearances) we live in a quantum rather classical universe [22] , the weak Church-Turing thesis falls.
Why does this construction work, while other constructions have been shown not to work? Previously proposed quantum computation systems have implicitly assumed that the measurement of the output state (read-out) is made across all qubits of the system. This is, however, not a requirement of quantum mechanics. It is quite legal to measure some quantum variables, while leaving others unobserved. It is precisely the summation over histories for these unmeasured quantum variables that allows perfect cancellation of wrong results, and reinforcement of the correct result. This partial measurement introduces an effective nonlinearity, as required by Abrams and Lloyd [11] , without resorting to any modification to the theory of quantum mechanics itself. It does this by taking full advantage of the nonlinearity inherent in the process of measurement of a quantum system.
